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THE PROCESS OF AWAKENING OF NATIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS AMONG THE

PROTESTANTS IN KOREA FROM 1880 TO 1920.

I. Introduction.

We Korean Christians have celebrated, during the year 1984,

the 100th anniversary of the arrival of Protestantism and the

200th anniversary of the arrival of Roman Catholicism to our

country. During the last 100 years, Christianity has developed

rapidly in Korea. According to the Korean government's account,

as shown in Figure 1, the Korean church population (excluding the

cultist groups) was 5,859,000 in 1980, The same sources reported

4,870,000 in 1979 and 3,760,000 in 1978. This means that the

annual increase in the church population in Korea has been about

1,000,000 since 1978.-'

The growth of Christianity does not simply mean the increase

of church population. Christianity has played a great role in

formulating modern Korean history. Dr. Moffett says about this;

Slice into any circle of Korean society and you find
Christians: the composer of the Korean national anthem,
the head of the farmer's union, the minister of
education, the chief of staff of the R.O.K. army, the
director of the national railroads, poet, editors,
housewives, doctors and shoe-shine boys. There are
Christians everywhere."^

' Kim Byung Suh , "The Explosive Growth of the Korean Church
Today: A Sociological Analysis", in International Review of
Mission Vol . LXXIV . (Geneva: W.CC.,1985). p . 60

.

^ Samuel Hugh Moffett, The Christians of Korea (New York:
Friendship Press, 1962), p.l8."
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One cannot describe modern Korean history without recognizing the

influence of Christian mission.

What made Christianity so successful in Korea? One can

answer this question due to the activities of missionaries. They

established churches and founded schools and hospitals. Because

of their sincere efforts, Christianity spread throughout Korea.

The efforts of Koreans to import Christianity are another element

of the expansion of Christianity in Korea. They embraced

Christianity in the hope that it would liberate every individual

as well as the community, their country, from the oppression of

foreign countries.

In this paper, I will examine the process of the awakening

of the natiolI)jgilked.hysthaotetemp^tAr^^^^ n Korea . In

so doing, I will focus on th kTp2045S of the Korean church

becoming the "national church" , Of course, this "national

church" does not mean the notorious volkskirche of Germany which

was formed under Nazism. It is a concept to point a way of

Christian truth such as salvation of Christ, love, justice, hope,

being applied to Korean s i tuat i on The subject of this process

is, needless to say, Korean people. Therefore, I will limit my

focus to Korean's efforts to receiving Christianity.

II. Socio-political Element of Embracing Christianity,

Min Kyong Bae, A History of the Korean Christian Church
(Seoul: C.L.S.

,
1983) , p.25.

https://archive.org/details/jDrocessofawakeni101kooc



Most of Korean church history studies have focused on the

activities of missionaries to Christianized Korea. However, I

think the efforts of Korean people to embracing Christianity are

just as important as the efforts of the missionaries. Koreans'

efforts to import Christianity can be analyzed as follows:""*'

First, there were efforts of intellectuals to enlighten

Korea by importing the Western cultures and religions. They had

seen that the Western countries, whose people believed in Christ,

were strong and had a highly developed culture. They thought it

would be possible to make their country strong culturally,

developed one by Christianity.

In 1884, Maclay had met Kim Ok Kyun in Japan and through him

was able to bring a letter written in Japanese to submit King

Kojong, requesting permission to open a school and to begin

medical work in Korea.'"’’ Kim Ok Kyun, Park Young Hyo, who led the

Kap Sin Coup de tat , were interested in Christianity because they

believed that Christianity was helpful to civilize and modernize

their country. Later, Suh Jai Pil, Yun Chi Ho, Yoo Gil Joon, Lee

Sang Jai, Nam Gung Uhk, Rhee Sung Man, related with Christianity

for same reason.

The root of this thinking can be found in the thoughts of

Yi Man Yol
,
"Awakening of National Consciousness among the

Protestants" in Nationalism and Christianity (Seoul: Min Jung Sa

,

1981) , pp. 48-49.

^ Martha Huntley, Caring. Growincr. Changing;—A History of

the Protestant Mission in Korea (New York: Friendship Press,

1984) ,
p.l6.
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Confucian Realists who were eager to receive Catholicism/'"

Confucian Realists emphasized freedom of thought by criticizing

the neo-c on f uc ian i sm of Chu Hsi which became rigid doctr'ine, and

they paid attention to natural science and the practical use of

it. They also emphasized the national consciousness. These

Confucian Realistic scholars were executed by the ruling class

because of their radical revolutionary ideas.

The thought of Confucian Realistic scholars were recovered

and taken over by the intellectuals of the civilization party.

The similarities of two thoughts are 1) the emphasis on

utilization and welfare 2) rediscovery of national identity 3)

defense of people's rights 4) planning for enriching the country

by trade with foreign countries 5) reformation of land 6) defence

of free business."'' Sim II Sup added 7) their openness toward

Christianity

Second, people of Korea also wanted to receive Christianity

because they believed that Christianity could protect them from

the oppressors and foreign countries. They saw that the

For Korean's contact with Catholicism, see Ch . Dallet .

Historie de I'Eglise de Coree (Paris: Victor Palme, 1974), and

Charles Allen Clark, Religions of Old Korea (Seoul: C . L . S .
, 1 961)

,

pp 229-257. and L. George Paik, The History of__Protes tant

Missions in Korea 1832-1910 (Seoul: Yonsei University Press,

1970) , pp. 30-43.

Kim Young Ho, " A Comparative Study on Confucian Realism

and Civilization Thought" in Reillumination of Korean History

(Seoul: Dok Suh Newspaper Co. 1975), pp. 483-492.

Sim II Sup, "A Study on the Enlightenment Movement and its

Transformation to Christianity in the Latest Han

Christian Thought Vol.28. (Seoul: Korea Theological Study

Institute, 1980) , pp. 164-165.
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missionaries enjoyed the extraterritorial rights and protested

against the government's unjust persecution of church and

Christians, These missionaries' attitudes confirmed the people

that Christianity could protect their lives and properties from

the oppressors/'^

Before the first Protestant missionaries came in Korea,

Young merchants such as Park Hong Joon, Yi Sung Ha, Kim Jong Ki

,

Yi Ung Chan, Suh Sang Yun had travelled Manchuria to peddle

merchandise in 1878, They met Ross and MacIntyre and became

Christians. Martha Huntley says:

It is important to remember that there were already a

beginning, a basis of Christian Witness in Korea even
before the arrival of the first Protestant
missionaries. In addition to the century of

Catholicism, the appeals of Korean converts in Japan
and the Ri jute '' translation of Scripture had an early
influence . ^ ^

Thus, Koreans' efforts to receive Christianity were not only for

enlightenment and strengthening of the nation but also for the

Yi Man Yol
,
Op ,cit . . p,53.

Rijute is a Japanese name of Yi Su Jong, He was

influenced by a Christian named Tsuda and was baptized in April,

1883, About 40 years old, He was an accomplished Chinese

scholar, gifted poet, calligrapher and artist, who was one of the

court officials who prepared the Chinese-Kor ean test papers for

the national state examinations. He published Matthew and Mark

and Acts in Yokohama in 1884 in Chinese with Korean endings

indicated by certain Chinese characters printed at the side. The

following year, the Gospel of Mark in mixed Chinese and Korean

characters was issued. This translation was brought by the first

minister-missionaries to Korea. M. Huntley, Op . c i t . ,
pp.l4 15.

Ibid . , p.44 .
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protection of their lives and properties from the oppressors.

III. Enlightenment and Anti-feudalism by the Protestants.

The missionaries' works for evangelization were carried out

indirectly through mainly education and medical care. The direct

evangelizat ional activities were possible after 1887 . After

1887, many Koreans became Christians. The more people became

Christian, the more Christianity affected the Korean society.

With the increase of Christians, there appeared the movement

to reform the feudal social injustice among Christians. They

founded schools for the education of their children. Therefore,

the editorial article of Christ News Paper said:" It is useful

that every church establishes school. ... If any church

establishes a school, be sure to select a teacher who is a

sincere Christian. Christians established not only

schools for boys but also schools for girls.

In addition to schools, they published News Papers in order

to enlighten their country. The assembly of the North Methodist

Church published Choson Christian Bulletin on Feb. 2, 1897, and

Presbyterian church published Christ News Paper on April 1 of the

same year. The Bulletin of Hvup Suncf Association was published

on Jan , 1 , 1898

.

One of the purposes of publishing news papers lied in

education. These papers transmitted not only the basic doctrines

Christ News Paper . May 7, 1897,
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of Christianity and news but also increased the consciousness of

society, government, and history. The news papers also informed

various industrial information, such as how to farm, breed

domestic animals, use machines, make pots, etc,. The new papers

also played the role of arousing public opinions by being

regretful of and warning Korean people.

The Christian education through new papers, schools,

churches, and hospitals was successful. It broke down various

superstitions and reformed the ceremonies of marriage, funeral

and ancestor worship. These Christian news papers argued that

smoking, drinking and opium should be forbidden not only for

enlightenment but also for health. These news papers also taught

Korean identity through the education of Korean history. Thus,

we can see clearly the development of the role of Protestantism

in Korea from the medical care and education to the development

of industry, technology, and social consciousness.

The other contribution of Christianity to the enlightenment

and formation of national consciousness of Korea was rediscovery

of the Korean language. Before coming into Korea, protestant

missionaries of Korea had already translated Korean Bible in

Manchuria and Japan. The use of Korean language by church

was related to the mission policy of church.

The body of the Presbyterian church took the mission policy

as self-propagation ,
self-governing, self-supporting, self-

controlling, aiming at workers, women, and girls. The Council

Min Kyung Bai, Op . c i t . , pp. 169-176.
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of Presbytery adopted the mission policy based on Nevius Methods

of 1890 as follows: 1) Try to evangelize the working class more

than the higher class. 2) Put forth more efforts to convert

women and educate girls, because a mother's religion influence

strongly on her chi Idr en ,

Therefore, in order to carry on this policy, the Korean

language was more useful than the Chinese. The Council of

Presbyterian missionaries in 1893 adopted 10 mission policies.

One of them was "Every document should be written in the Korean

language This decision of exclusive use of Korean

contributed greatly to the setting down of the Korean language as

a people's language. The fact that the Independence News

Paper(1896), Choson Christian Bui 1 et in (1 897) ,
and Christ News

Paper (1897) were also published in the Korean language was surely

influenced by this decision.

Another important contribution of Christianity to the Korean

people was its increase of social consciousness. The most

important social consciousness at that time was criticism of the

wrong social structure. Here, we can find the anti-feudalism

consciousness among protestants, Korean protestants at that time

began to be aware of human rights and freedom in accordance with

the development of enlightenment. They began to acknowledge that

the freedoms and the lives of humankind were given by God and

For the Nevius Methods, see Samuel H. Moffett, Op , c

H

. ,

pp ,59-61

.

lam Yi Man Yol, Op . c i t . . p.57.
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that without law no one could arrest them at will. For example,

Lee Chang Sik, a Christian, appealed that his church member Jung

Un Bock, who had been jailed for a month without trial, must be

put on a trial soon and that if he were innocent, he should be

released. This case shows that Christianity made possible for

Korean people a great advance in formation of social

consciousness through Bible Study.-'**

Those who became Christian in order to protest their lives

and property, then began to resist the unjust taxation and

extortion of property. The protestants of the Northwestern area

complained to the Minister of internal affairs against the

magistrate of their locality for unjust extortion of their

properties without reason.''-^ Christians resisted the unjust

taxation at Whang Joo."'^* In this situation, government

officials did not want to be appointed to places where there were

many Christians .

'

The movement of ant i-feudal i sm by the protestant Christians

did not remain at this level. They tried to build a modernized

national state by increasing the consciousness of people's

rights. Christians began to be the major forces for the movement

of anti-feudalism and enlightenment through the struggles for

full humanity

.

Whancr Sung News Paper. Feb. 28, 1900.

:t. Whang Sung News Paper. Oct. 16, 1899.

3. o Whang Sima News Paper. Dec, 20, 1901.

;r. Cho Son Christian Bulletin, 3-9,
.
March , 1 ,

1899
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IV. Dynamic Formation of the Consciousness of Independence.

Throughout the history of Korea, the ant i— feudalism has

developed from Koreans' struggle for protecting and sustaining

their country from foreign countries' invasion. For example,

after the military class came to power in 12th century, there

appeared movements of anti-feudalism and social reformation among

the lowly. After the invasion of Mongolia in 1231, these

movements changed to the struggle for independence of Korea.

With the opening of the 19th century, the insurrection of

the people began to appear. The various popular uprisings were

connected with the Dong Hak Revolution in 1894. The Dong Hak

Revolution showed people's consciousness of anti-invasion, anti-

feudalism. Even though the Dong Hak revolution failed, its

influence on Korean society was great

After the failure of the Dong Hak Revolution, some of the

members of Dong Hak participated in the righteous armies. Others

were connected with the movement of the Independence Association

which was led by Protestant Christians such as Suh Jai Pil, Yun

Chi Ho, and Lee Sang Jai, From the beginning, Korean Protestants

were trained by the Nevius Plan of self-determining, self-

supporting ,

This independent spirit of the Protestant was strengthened

Yi Kee Baik, The New History of Korea (Seoul: II Cho Gak,
1976) , pp. 169-186.

Yi Man Yol, Op ,cit . , p.61.
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by the conversion of the Dong Hak believers. At the first

uprising of Dong Hak Revolution in 1894, the slogan was anti-West

and anti-Japan. However, at the second uprising, the slogan was

changed to the emphasis of ant i-Japan This change showed the

possibility of connection between Dong Hak and Christianity. Not

only personal conversion of Dong Hak believers but also several

attempts of the Body of Dong Hak to connect with Christianity was

possible only in the Korean situation under Japanese invasion.

It is strange that this attitude of Dong Hak did not take place

toward Catholicism

.

The dynamic consciousness of independence among Protestants

began to appear in 1896. It was raised by two major means.

First, Protestants had a demonstrative ceremony of the king's

birthday and National Foundation Day expressing faithfulness in

king and nation. They inspired patriotism by singing the

national anthem and hoisting the national flag. This

demonstrative gathering began to start in 1896 and continued till

1899.

The meanings of these ceremonies were 1) through celebrating

King's birthday and National Foundation Day, they prayed for the

independence of nation, 2) by the mass meeting, they could get

the opportunity of inspiring patriotism and of enlightening, 3)

they made plans to carry out the politics of the participation of

people by gathering and organizing the public opinions raised by

Min Kyung Bai
,
"The History of the Connection between

Christianity and Dong Hak" in Review of the Association of Korean
Church History Vol . 1

.
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thes. me.ting., Ih. meaning and ra.ulta of th..o gating,
were reported by Independence News Paper.

Second, the consciousness of independence among Protestants
was motivated by joining in the political activities of

Independence Association and Hyup Sung Association. Hyup Sung

Association was organized mainly by the students of Bai Jai

School in 1896. Later, many citizens and government officials

were joined, making the total number of members over six hundred.

Hyup Sung Association held an open forum weekly. The topics were

mainly for the reformation of Korean society and the realization

of independent state. The results of this discussion were

reported by the Bulletin of Hyup Sung Association. This

Association had sub-branches in the countries.

Independence Association was organized in 1896, This

Association contributed a lot to the freedom and humanity of

Korean people and struggled for the independence of Korea. The

relationship between Independence Association and Protestantism

can be summarized as follows.

First, the leaders of the Association were Christians, Suh

Jai Pil and Yun Chi Ho were Christian and Yoo Gil Joon who

supported for the publication of Independence News Paper as a

government official was converted before the Association was

organized. Many managing staffs such as Lee Sang Jai, Nam Gung

Independence News Paper . 1-65 (Sep. 2, 1896), 1-65 (Sep
23, 1896), 2-101 (Aug. 26, 1897), etc..

See the first edition of The Bulletin of Hyup Suncr
Association . There are names of the members.
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Ok were not Christian at first time. However, they read the

Bible and became Christian after being imprisoned years later.

Second, local protestant churches fully supported the

Association. Protestants and missionaries attended the meetings

held by the Association. When the government began to oppress

the Association in 1898, many churches in In Chon and Pyung Yang

protested for the As s oc iat i on

Third, the opponents of the Association accused Protestants

for supporting the Association. The leaders of the organization

of peddlers such as Gil Young Soo, Hong Jong Woo, and Park Yu Jin

wrote to Jung Dong Methodist Church arguing that Christians had

become culprits of the evil Independence Association, The

reports of the Japanese legation attache argued that Presbyterian

and Methodist churches not only attempted to declare war against

Japan but also led other denominations to connect with the

Association

.

V, The Expansion of Anti-Japan Movement.

The Japan imperialists deprived Korea of its power of

diplomacy by the making of the U1 Sa Treaty in 1905. In 1905,

they deposed King Ko Jong on the pretext of sending three

messengers to Hague. They disbanded Korean military and sieged

the power of administration of the government in the same year.

Independence News Paper 3-37, March, 29, 1898.
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At last, they colonized Korea in 1910."^'^"

Of course, Japan's invasion evoked violent resistance among

Korean people. From 1905, Protestants took concrete measures of

resistance as follows

First, they protested through mass gathering. The

worshiping ritual and prayer meeting for the nation belonged to

this kind of protest. In November of 1905, the Presbyterian

churches throughout the country had the prayer meetings in

accordance with the decision of the Council of Presbytery, Elder

Gil Sun Joo had made a proposal of praying for the nation at the

Council in September, and the Council adopted the motion and

informed the decision of the whole churches throughout the

country. At Sang Dong Methodist Church thousands of people had

prayer meetings led by the Rev. Jun Duk Ki and Jung Soon Man

after signing the U1 Sa Treaty in November, 1905,

Second, the movement for salvation of the nation among

protestants was developed to demonstration. Many protestants

demonstrated on the streets scattering handbills. They were

willingly arrested by the Japanese police, Jung Jai Hong, a

Christian educator and the Rev. Hong Tai Soon committed suicide

for the protest of the Treaty.

Third, the movements of salvation of the nation among

Protestants were connected with the assassination of the chief

traitors. The above mentioned Jung Jai Hong committed suicide for

Yi Kee Baik, Op . c i

t

. , pp .
375 386.

Yi Man Yol ,
Op .cit . , pp. 77-80.
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the fa.ilu 2re of killing" the J3.pa.nese gcvernment—genera.! Eeto

Hiirobumi, Woo Youn Joon, a Protestant friend of Ahn Jung Kun who

killed Eeto was encouraging Ahn by praying, Jang In Whan who

killed Stevenson at San Francisco was a Christian youth. Lee Jai

Myung who killed Lee Wan Yong was also a Christian. The Rev. Jun

Duk Ki who led the prayer meeting after U1 Sa Treaty trained

youth for killing five traitors of the Treaty. This kind of

protest through military power was handed down to the later

Christians ,

Fourth, the salvation of the nation movement among

Protestants involved various economic activities. This kind of

struggle appeared as the resistance of taxation. The Protestants

believed that the Japanese administrative authority made Korea

perish by home tax, the liquor tax, and the tobacco tax. They

protested these taxations throughout the country.

The Protestants of Sin Hang Dong, Suh Myon ,
Kyung Sung Kun,

Ham Kyung Buk Do, assaulted upon a Japanese policeman who came to

induce liquor tax and tobacco tax. In addition, a resistance

against the market tax broke out in Soon Chun in Pyun Ahn Nam Do

in 1910. The leaders of this struggle were all Christians.

Christians were involved not only in the anti—tax movement but

also in the movement of payment of national debt. Later, these

kinds of economic movements were connected with the movement of

developing Korean industry by using Korean products.

Fifth, the salvation of the nation movement among

Protestants was widened to the organization of political
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activities. Y.M.C.A. and Northwestern Study Association and Sin

Min (new people) Association led this kind of movement. They

encouraged the people to participate in the political activities

The Rev. Jun Duk Ki took the lead of sending three messengers to

Hague, and he also tried to stop the activities of the II Jin

Association, which was organized by Japan.

VI .
Conclusion

.

Protestants of Korea struggled for the salvation of their

mother land. Many Christians were killed and imprisoned for

their activities. They did not distinguish between being

Christian and being involved in the movement of salvation of

nation. Their struggles, their sufferings, their bloods became

the basis of the rapid growth of Christianity in Korea.

Korean people regarded Christianity as a new religion whose

spirit was to lead their nation. Seeing the falling down of the

fate of their mother land, some intellectuals tried to reelect

the fate of nation by Christianity. They translated the Bible

before the missionaries came. They asked the missionari

come and deliver Christianity to Korean people. They tried to

enlighten Korean people through Bible Study. They taught Korean

people Korean language which had been almost forgotten by the men

and upper class

.

1 rio-r -i ianity gave new spirituality.
To the Korean people, Christianity j

j- • Viv the dynamic spirituality. They
Korean people was motivated by
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began to resist Japanese imperialism. Because they had Christian

faith, they did not fear the death. They prayed for the

salvation of their mother land. They resisted unjust taxation.

They struggled for the full humanity which God created according

to His Image,

Korea was a forbidden land. Throughout its history, it

never had the experience of being a strong nation. Ham Suk Hun

named the history of Korea as the history of suffering. True.

We Koreans had our history with tears, bloods, and sweats. Dr.

George Paik once said that the greatest accomplishment of Korea

was that after four thousand years Koreans were still

Koreans However, how much tears and bloods and sweats should

Koreans have flooded for keeping their country? They suffered

from the invasions of China on one hand, and from Japan on the

other hand.

God answered the cryings of Korean people. 100 years ago,

God gave us the Gospel, the Good News. Through the Gospel,

Koreans began to realize why they had to experience the suffering

throughout their history. They believed that God had chosen them

for the role of suffering Messiah. Koreans identified their role

with that of Jesus who was crucified for others. Through the

suffering, tears, bloods. Jesus saved the world. Through the

sufferings of Korean people, Koreans could participate in

plan to save the world. I believe this is the real reason why

Christianity has been so rapidly growing in Korea.

Samuel H. Moffett, Qp-cit , p . 14 .
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